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NEW QUESTION: 1
A VMAX3 array needs additional capacity added. The array is
providing acceptable performance and the administrator wants to
ensure performance is maintained as new drives are added.
A VMAX3 array needs additional capacity added to maintain
performance?
A. Add storage to a new internal SRP
B. Add storage to the most over utilized tier
C. Add storage to a new external SRP
D. Add storage to all tiers maintaining the existing ratio
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a 4-node cluster with a FAS8200 HA pair and an AFF
A300 HA pair. You need to migrate a LUN from a FAS8200 node to
an AFF A300 node for faster performance.
Which method will non-disruptively migrate the LUN to the AFF
A300 while retaining snapshots of the LUN on the FAS8200?
A. You move the LUN.
B. You move the volume.
C. You relocate the aggregate.
D. You copy the LUN.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A part of IBM Sametime Unified Telephony includes asoftphone.
What is a softphone?
A. SIP application that runs on a workstation
B. H.323 application that runs on a workstation
C. VoIP application that runs on a server
D. A smart phone with the Sametime application installed
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You work for Tailspin Toys, which sells toy hovercrafts. You
want to make certain that any message that contains the word
"Hovercraft" in its header or body is not rejected as spam by
your organization's Exchange Server 2007 edge transport server.
Which of the following can you do to ensure that this does not
happen?
A. Configure the address [email&#160;protected] on the

Exceptions tab of the Content Filtering Properties
B. Configure the word "Hovercraft" as a nonblocked word on the
Custom Words tab of Content Filtering Properties
C. Configure the word "Hovercraft" as a blocked word on the
Custom Words tab of Content Filtering Properties
D. Disable anti-spam updates on the edge transport server
Answer: B
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